INTRODUCTION 6 9
Climate change is having a major impact on the structure, composition and distribution of forests 7 0 worldwide (Trumbore, Brando, & Hartmann, 2015) . Accordingly, numerous models have maladaptation of some populations, which may change intra-specific patterns of trait variation 1 0 0 and co-variation across geographical gradients, and eventually, species ranges. For example, 1 0 1 increasing temperatures at high-latitude or high-elevation range margins are likely to produce 1 0 2 higher growth rates, but they can also induce higher mortality owing to late frosts (Delpierre, 1 0 3 Guillemot, Dufrêne, Cecchini, & Nicolas, 2017; Vitasse, Lenz, Hoch, & Korner, 2014) . Hence, Common gardens or provenance tests provide us with the necessary experiments to 1 0 8 quantify phenotypic plasticity and local adaptation of fitness-related traits in response to climate 1 0 9 (Mátyás, 1999) . Models based on reaction norms of phenotypic traits using measurements 1 1 0 recorded in common gardens show that: (i) geographic variation in populations' responses to 1 1 1 typically measured in common gardens (Benito Garzón, Alía, Robson, & Zavala, 2011; Duputié 1 1 5 et al., 2015; Richardson et al., 2017; Valladares et al., 2014) ; (iii) as a consequence, predictions 1 1 6 of future species ranges are likely to be strongly influenced by the combined response of 1 1 7 different fitness-related traits to climate (Laughlin, 2018) , but this structured combination of 1 1 8 intra-specific multi-trait variation defining species ranges has not been explored with empirical 1 1 9
data.
scenarios and the role of trait variation in shaping the future species range. 
MATERIAL AND METHODS

4 3
We calibrated two types of linear mixed-effect models using a combination of trait 1 4 4 measurements from common gardens where seeds coming from provenances from different 1 4 5 origins have been planted (provenances) and of environmental variables that we obtained for 1 4 6 these common gardens and provenances. The first model type (one-trait models) used single 1 4 7 traits as response variables and environmental data as explanatory variables. The second model 1 4 8 type (two-trait models) added a second trait as co-variate, which allowed the interaction of both 1 4 9 traits to be accounted for in the model. Finally, to quantitatively estimate the contribution of each 1 5 0 trait to explain beech range, we performed a binomial model using the occurrence of the species 1 5 1 as response variable (presence/absence) and the spatial predictions of all traits as explanatory 1 5 2 variables. at 1km (Fréjaville & Benito Garzón, 2018) . The climate of the provenances was averaged for the 1 7 0 period from 1901 to 1990, with the rationale that the seeds planted in the common gardens Crookston, 2012). To characterize the climate of the common gardens, we calculated average 1 7 3 values for the period between the date of planting (either 1995 or 1998) Appendix S1).In addition, we used the latitude and longitude of the provenance and of the trial as 1 7 6 proxies for the photoperiod and continentality, respectively (used in our flushing phenology 1 7 7 models). Phenotypic predictions under future climates were performed using the representative Age and CT, and CP and CT. We analyzed trait co-variation across the species range by adding two specific traits of 2 1 4
interest in the same model. The common form of the two-trait model was:
Where TR = trait response of the i th individual of the j th provenance in the k th trial; Age = tree age The one-trait and two-trait models for vertical and radial growth and leaf flushing were battery of models using maximum likelihood (ML) and selected the optimal fixed component 2 3 4
using the AIC criterion; (iv) we combined the best optimal random and fixed component 2 3 5
previously selected and adjusted them using REML to obtain the best performing model. All 2 3 6 model fits were done using the package 'lme4' (Bates et al., 2018) .
For the best supported models, we visually analyzed the interactions of vertical growth, traits (between the response and co-variate variable, i.e. the two-trait models). To do so, tree age 2 4 0 was fixed to 12 years for the radial and vertical growth and leaf flushing models and to 6 years differences in trait values that can be attributed to a second trait that co-varies across the species 2 4 6 range with the first trait, mediated by the climate of the trial (representing phenotypic plasticity).
4 7
Unfortunately, survival could not be included in the two-trait models because there were 2 4 8 insufficient measurements shared with other traits in the same trials. We estimated the percentage of the variance explained by the model attributed to the 2 5 0 fixed effects alone (marginal R 2 ) and attributed to the fixed and random effects together 2 5 1 (conditional R 2 ). We measured the generalization capacity (Pearson correlation) of the model 2 5 2 using cross-validation (64% of the data used for calibration and the remaining 34% for 2 5 3 validation). We made spatial predictions for each trait across the species range for current and future climatic to estimate the predictions of vertical growth in the future. We calculated the spatial difference 2 6 2 between the future and the current conditions (future values minus current values) to illustrate we performed an analysis of variance (ANOVA) of the model to obtain trait and trait interaction 2 7 5 deviances to estimate the percentage of the variance attributable to each trait. Core Team, 2015). The two PCA performed (provenance PCA and trial PCA) revealed two groups of variables, one Figure S1 .2, Appendix S1). The two most important axes of the provenance PCA explained 40% for the survival model to 98% for the radial growth model (Supporting Information Table   3 0 7 S1.3, Appendix S1). The significance of the fixed and random effects in the one-trait models was positively 3 1 0 affected (i.e., estimates were higher) by the addition of a second trait (Supporting Information 3 1 1 Table S1 .4, Appendix S1). Furthermore, the co-variates and their interactions with the climate 3 1 2 variables of the trials were also significant in the two-trait models (Supporting Information Table   3 1 3 S1.4, Appendix S1). The capacity to generalize from the two-trait models was high: 0.76 for the ( Supporting Information Table S1 .4, Appendix S1). The marginal R 2 was 62% in the vertical 3 1 6
growth-radial growth model and 47% in the vertical growth-leaf flushing model, while the 3 1 7
conditional R 2 was 95% in the vertical growth-radial growth model and 99% in the vertical 3 1 8
growth-leaf flushing model (Supporting Information Table S1 .4, Appendix S1). Spatial predictions showed differences in phenotypic trait variation among traits (Figure 1, maps) 3 2 2 and the interaction graphs permitted the way that plasticity and local adaptation shape these 3 2 3
differences to be visualized (Figure 1, interaction graphs) . wettest month in the trials (Figure 1a , interaction graph). These largest trees were predicted to flushing was predicted to be late in the year (which corresponded mainly to the northern part of 3 5 2 the range) ( Figure 2b ). Trait projections for 2070 showed an overall increase in tree growth, particularly for radial 3 5 8 growth (Figure 3a, b ), but following similar spatial patterns to those predicted under current 3 5 9
conditions (Figure 1a, b) . Tree survival was predicted to strongly decrease (with respect to that 3 6 0 predicted under current conditions, Figure 1c ) in the east and throughout the range periphery, 3 6 1 while survival rates remained higher in the central part (Figure 3c ). Leaf flushing showed similar 3 6 2 patterns to those predicted under current conditions (Figure 1d ) but with an overall advance in 3 6 3 flushing dates (Figure 3d ).
6 4
The prediction of vertical growth, considering radial growth as a covariate, showed an 3 6 5 overall increase across the distribution range (Figure 3e) with respect to the model projection of Nevertheless, the direct comparison of our trait predictions for current and future 4 6 1 conditions allows us to detect some differences in their spatial patterns and total trait values 4 6 2 (Supporting Information Figure S1 .3, Appendix S1), and gives us a better understanding of the 4 6 3 temporal dynamics of traits and their relative importance for beech persistence in the future. For reported worldwide (Ma, Huang, Hänninen, & Berninger, 2018) . This is mostly explained by 4 6 7 larger advances in the phenology of populations at colder sites than those at warmer sites, likely Including more than one trait related to growth likely reflects a conserved allometric 4 7 3
relationship between vertical and radial growth in the future (Figure 3e ), but this may be a direct 4 7 4
consequence of the lack of competition among trees in our experimental design. Including 4 7 5 phenology in two-trait models seems to be detrimental for vertical growth, at least for northern 4 7 6
populations where growth is likely constrained by phenology ( Figure 3f ). However, our trait co- understanding of the interplay that other traits can have across species range in the future. (2018) . European climate change at global mean temperature increases of 1.5 and 2 degrees C above 5 7 3 pre-industrial conditions as simulated by the EURO-CORDEX regional climate models. Earth 5 7 4
System Dynamics, 9(2) , 459-478. https://doi.org/https://doi.org/10.3929/ethz-a-010180262 Rights 5 7 5 Kollas, C., Körner, C., & Randin, C. F. (2014) . Spring frost and growing season length co-control the 5 7 6 cold range limits of broad-leaved trees. Journal of Biogeography, 41(4) , 773-783. 5 7 7 https://doi.org/10.1111/jbi.12238 5 7 8 Kramer, K., Degen, B., Buschbom, J., Hickler, T., Thuiller, W., Sykes, M. T., & de Winter, W. (2010) . 
